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AAIl Mention was made of the Sabbath. Iwould say that the principle
Tone day in seven of rest, and the principle.opart of your

time given over to the Lord's service that 'sa moral principle
and that's binding on all people at all times. Then I'd say there
is the civil law of he Sabbath.,. .That in the days when people
live'doñ far-ms and didhatd physical labor during the week that
kind of rest was notto rest or, engage in physical-exercise.
Today it's opposite. That's civil law. It changes with køazthe days 's
coditiôns. Then the Sabbath was- 1so ceremonia. law because.t
looks foreward to the completion of Qod's work, tothe corning
of- Christ. Wheres now,' we have our On day in seven which looks
back to the resurrection of Christ and looks forward to His
retUn.Sä'sti1I t fe ceremonial law, or civil law
changed to fit our particular conditions in different countries,
but our mor1 t:t hivle remains permanent forever-

Aldrich How about the principle underlying the dietary restrictions?

AAM In those days without refrigeration, and under the circumstances
in which they lived, those were very important for their health.
Today we have circumstances that don't make them any longer
mmazzary necessary.

Taylor The dietary principle brings out something that goes beyond
-- so that the naming of particular things. They bring out the
principle which I think is binding, even though the application
of it may not be limited to crows and what not. i The principle
is, when you sit down to eat think aboutyour God. That principle
I would say is a binding principle, even though the application
to crows, buzzard,9r turtles might be varied with the culture
thing. The idea of thinking about God a when you get ready to
eat is not a bad idea.

Dillard an interesting question because to the church, as
you 1-äàk a -it -iátor1caily has not always given, the same answer
to this kind of question.' Sometimes the church'k hás"handfed the
questiOn, Row 4is Itithat izazkzf the'Oldand New Testaments
are the canon of Scripture yet bviOusly we 'dontobéy the
dietary laws and we don't offer sacrifices, etc. So that we, have
a contintity,', we haveboth canons, and yet we have a discontinuity
because obviously we don't live by OT law. Theologians in the
history, of the chuch, have anêd"¬hiiri a' ariety of ways.
Some making a distinction between moral and ceremonial law which
may or may not be valid; others have tried to deal with it
historically, 'pt:.God gave His. vennt:;with His.,eppie, in
successive sages

Aldrich That word "covenant." I think that's a word some of our
listeners may )cr).oW ypj Yell,_ ar19thers may find it a little bit
esoteric! '.

Dil1ad Well, I guess that's funny when you use your theological
vocabulary so much you don't think of it so much as being so
esoteric I'd say it's a rélaliI ipwhich we could (nt) ? define
more specifically between God drii , as a covenant between
individuals S teä var[eyof different
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